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The Weather Woman
by Sally Gardner
The rich and atmospheric new novel from prize-winning author Sally Gardner, set in
the 18th century between the two great Frost Fairs.

London, January 1789

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

The weather is so severe the River Thames completely freezes over. The people of
London decide to hold an impromptu Frost Fair, with dancing bears, jugglers and puppet
shows. Neva and her Russian parents operate a chess-playing bear, so convincing people
believe it is real.
But a dreadful tragedy is waiting just around the corner for Neva, as the treacherous ice
begins to crack. All of a sudden she finds herself alone in the world, until her fortunes
change and she is adopted by eccentric clock and automata maker, Victor Friezland.
As Neva grows up, she discovers she has a gift that will prove to be as dangerous as it is
desirable: she can predict the weather, and her adoptive father devises a machine to
help her. Now Neva, a woman ahead of her time, must find a way to disguise her true
identity from the men of science who would discredit and destroy her.
Praise for Sally Gardner:
'[A] dab hand at literary world-creation' Observer
'Rich and haunting historical fiction' The Bookseller
'A glorious love story, a spellbinding fable' Adele Parks
'A truly original voice' Spectator
'Sally Gardner has a rare ability to build worlds that are rich, strange and totally unique
to her... A story that will enthral you from beginning to end' Absolutely South East
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Also by Sally Gardner

Sally Gardner gained a first class degree at a leading London
art college and became a successful theatre costume
designer before illustrating and writing books. Her debut
novel, I, Coriander won the Nestle Gold Award and she is
also a Costa and Carnegie prize-winner. Her books have
been translated all over the world and have sold over two
million copies. Find Sally online at sallygardner.co.uk, or on
Twitter @TheSallyGardner.

The Gone and the
Forgotten
by Clare Whitfield
Part psychological thriller, part coming-of-age novel from the author of People of
Abandoned Character.
A missing girl. Buried family secrets. An absent father. Is the truth worth searching
for?
Summer, 1993. In the aftermath of her mother's suicide attempt, 16-year-old Prue must
spend the summer holidays on a remote island in the Shetlands with her favourite Aunt
Ruth and Uncle Archie, a man she's barely met since her aunt married him. Prue hopes
to re-establish the relationship, and that her aunt might help her understand some of
the parts of the past she has been forbidden to discuss by her mother – including the
identity of her father.
Prue soon finds out that her uncle was the only suspect in the disappearance of a local
girl some twenty years ago. As she grows closer to him, she learns there are differing
views on how the beguiling Evelyn O'Hara disappeared, but is her uncle innocent?
Truth is something Prue has always had a fractured relationship with. A single version of
the truth seems impossible for her to lock down...

09 Jun 2022
Head of Zeus – an Apollo Book • Fiction • Thrillers
Format: HARDBACK Price: £16.99 ISBN: 9781838932770
Extent: 416 pages Size: 228 x 145 mm

Also by Clare Whitfield

'I wanted to explore how ordinary families can condition themselves to keep the darkest
of secrets – until the truth forces its way out. It's the story of a family's unravelling
through the eyes of a confused and isolated 16-year-old girl trying to make sense of the
past.' Clare Whitfield

Clare Whitfield is a UK-based writer living in a suburb
where the main cultural landmark is a home store/Starbucks
combo. She is the wife of a tattoo artist, mother of a small
benign dictator and relies on a black Labrador for emotional
stability. She has been a dancer, copywriter, amateur fire
breather, buyer and mediocre weight lifter. Her first novel,
People of Abandoned Character, was a Goldsboro book of
the month.

The Ballad of Lord
Edward and Citizen
Small
by Neil Jordan

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

A thrilling reimagining of a turning point in Irish, American and European history.
Beautifully written – the rhythms are the rhythms of a revolutionary era – it wears
the weight of its research lightly, and the headlong pace never falters. A
masterwork from one of the most inventive artists of our day.
'A masterwork from one of the most inventive artists of our day' John Banville
From multi-award-winning author and film director Neil Jordan comes The Ballad of
Lord Edward and Citizen Small. This powerful new work of fiction brings Jordan's
inimitable storytelling ability to the drama of real events and a long-forgotten chapter in
Ireland's history. The tale is related by Tony Small, a runaway slave who becomes Lord
Edward Fitzgerald's manservant and friend. While details of Lord Edward's life are well
documented, little is known of Tony Small who rescued Fitzgerald after the Battle of
Eutaw Springs during America's War of Independence and returned with him to Europe.
In this gripping narrative his character considers the ironies of empire, captivity and
freedom, mapping Lord Edward's journey from being a loyal subject of the British
Empire to becoming a 1798 rebellion leader.

28 Apr 2022
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The story embraces a rich cast of characters as action weaves from the Carolinas to
London and Dublin from the ferment of Paine and Robespierre's revolutionary Paris to

Neil Jordan is an Irish film director, screenwriter and author. His first book, Night in
Tunisia, won a Somerset Maugham Award and the Guardian Fiction Prize (1979). He
was awarded the Rooney Prize for Irish Literature (1981), the Irish PEN Award (2004),
and the Kerry Group Irish Fiction Award for Shade (2005) and Mistaken (2011), which
also received the 2011 Irish Book Awards Novel of the Year. His films include Angel
(1982), the Academy Award-winning The Crying Game (1992), Michael Collins (1996)
and The Butcher Boy (1997).

Every Leaf a Hallelujah
by Ben Okri, illustrated by Diana Ejaita
A Guardian Children's Book of the Year
An environmental fairytale made for our times, written to be read by adults and
children, from the Booker Prize-winning author of The Famished Road.
In the forest near Mangoshi's village in Africa there grows a very special flower.
Mangoshi knows that only this flower can save her mother's life. It can save her village
too. All she has to do is find it.
Ben Okri and Diana Ejaita have created a magical world of beauty and colour, an
enchanting array of extraordinary trees, each with its own personality and voice. The
chief among them, the great baobab, invites us into his branches to travel the world and
see for ourselves the perils of not listening to nature. All around us, forests are
vanishing, and no one is listening.
'It was a sheer joy to be able to read this. It is mysterious and magical and true. Children
and those who read it to them will love it and long remember it. The illustrations are
woven wonderfully around the words; the trees are with you, telling it, writing it. Once

14 Oct 2021
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Also by Ben Okri

Ben Okri was born in Minna, Nigeria. His childhood was
divided between Nigeria, where he saw first hand the
consequences of war, and London. He has won many prizes
over the years for his fiction, and is also an acclaimed
essayist, playwright, and poet. In 2019 Astonishing the Gods
was named as one of the BBC's '100 Novels That Shaped
Our World'.

Diana Ejaita works as an illustrator and textile designer in
Berlin. Born in Cremona, Italy, and of Nigerian origins, her
aesthetic pays homage to her lineage.

SCI-FI AND FANTASY

The Best of World SF: 2
edited by Lavie Tidhar
Twenty-nine new short stories representing the state of the art in international
science fiction.
The future is coming. It knows no bounds, and neither should science fiction.
They say the more things change the more they stay the same. But over the last hundred
years, science fiction has changed. Vibrant new generations of writers have sprung up
across the globe, proving the old adage false. From Jamaica to Japan, from Bolivia to
Bahrain, from Italy to Iraq, they draw on their unique backgrounds and culture, changing
the face of the genre one story at a time.
Prepare yourself for a journey through the wildest reaches of the imagination, to visions
of Earth as it might be and the far corners of the universe.
In The Best of World SF, award-winning author Lavie Tidhar acts as guide and
companion to a world of stories, from never-before-seen originals to award winners,
from twenty-six countries and seven languages.
Because the future is coming and it belongs to us all.
Featuring writers from: Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil, Bolivia, China, Czech
Republic, Greece, India, Iraq, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Poland, Russia, Singapore, Uganda and Zimbabwe.
Reviews for The Best of World SF, volume 1:
'Just the start of a whole new game for speculative fiction authors around the world' LA
13 Oct 2022
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Also by Lavie Tidhar

Lavie Tidhar is the World Fantasy Award-winning author of
Osama (2011), The Violent Century (2013), the Jerwood
Fiction Uncovered Prize-winning A Man Lies Dreaming
(2014), and the Campbell Award-winning Central Station
(2016), in addition to many other works and several other
awards. He works across genres, combining detective and
thriller modes with poetry, science fiction and historical and
autobiographical material. His work has been compared to
that of Philip K. Dick by the Guardian and the Financial
Times, and to Kurt Vonnegut's by Locus.

Equinox
by David Towsey
Everyone is not as they seem in this fantasy novel, replete with war, witchcraft and
secrets.

The sword shrivels to flakes of snow.
As evening falls, the city of Esteburg begins to stir. Christophor Morden, one of the
king's special inspectorate, is woken early by a call to the city prison. A heinous crime has
been committed and the police suspect supernatural causes.

The law devours its history.
The investigation will take Christophor far from home, to a village on the edge of the
Kingdom. There he will discover the signs of an unholy ritual that can only be performed
by a witch.

The stone moves on water.
But within Christophor – as within all the citzens of Reikova – is a day brother:
Alexsander, a musician who knows nothing of night. And as his night brother nears the
truth, Alexsander will find himself determined to halt him.

The broken heart bleeds gold.
And all the while, the witch's ancient and apocalyptic ritual comes ever closer to
completion...

12 May 2022
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David Towsey is a graduate of the Creative Writing
programmes at Bath Spa University and Aberystwyth
University. Born in Dorset, he now lives in Cardiff with his
girlfriend and their growing board game collection. Together,
they write under the pseudonym of D.K. Fields whose Tales
of Fenest trilogy is also published by Head of Zeus. David's
first novel, Your Brother's Blood, was published by Quercus,
and was the first in the Walkin' Trilogy. He is also one half of
the indie games company, Pill Bug Interactive, who have
released three titles across PC and Nintendo Switch™.

Farewell to the Liar
Tales of Fenest, 3

by D.K. Fields
There's power in stories.
But power comes at a price.
Detective Cora Gorderheim is a detective no longer. Stripped of her badge by the
corrupt chief inspector, Cora's job now is to protect her sister, Ruth, the new Wayward
storyteller.
Ruth must tell her tale of the Tear widening if people are to know the truth of what's
happening in the Union of Realms. But Lowlander Chambers Morton wants the
Wayward to change their election story, and will stop at nothing to achieve this –
including murder.
Keeping Ruth alive in Fenest is hard enough, but when the sisters set sail for West
Perlanse, the dangers come thick and fast. And slowly Cora realises she must make a
terrible choice: her sister's life, or the future of the Union.
'Melding noir with the fantasy genre, this is a rather clever read, one which feels
especially prescient for our reality' SCIFINOW

12 May 2022
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Also in Tales of Fenest series

D.K. Fields is the pseudonym for the writing partnership of
novelists David Towsey and Katherine Stansfield. The couple
are originally from the south west of England, and now live in
Cardiff. The first two books in the Tales of Fenest trilogy,
Widow's Welcome and The Stitcher and the Mute, are also
available from Head of Zeus.

HISTORICAL ADVENTURE,
ACTION ADVENTURE, CRIME,
THRILLER, HORROR

Essex Dogs
Essex Dogs Trilogy, 1

by Dan Jones
Globally bestselling historian Dan Jones makes his historical fiction debut with
Essex Dogs, the explosive first instalment in an epic new trilogy set during the
Hundred Years War.
July 1346. Ten men land on the beaches of Normandy. They call themselves the Essex
Dogs: an unruly platoon of archers and men-at-arms led by a battle-scarred captain
whose best days are behind him. The fight for the throne of the largest kingdom in
Western Europe has begun.
Heading ever deeper into enemy territory toward Crécy, this band of brothers knows
they are off to fight a battle that will forge nations, and shape the very fabric of human
lives. But first they must survive a bloody war in which rules are abandoned and chivalry
itself is slaughtered.
Rooted in historical accuracy and told through an unforgettable cast, Essex Dogs
delivers the stark reality of medieval war in the round – and shines light on the fighters
and ordinary people caught in the storm.
Praise for Dan Jones:
'Jones is certainly an entertainer, but also a fine historian' The Times
'When it comes to rip-roaring medieval narratives, Jones has few peers' Sunday Times
'Dan Jones writes with pace, wit and insight' Helen Castor
15 Sep 2022
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Dan Jones is a historian, broadcaster and award-winning
journalist. His books, including The Templars, Crusaders and,
with Marina Amaral, The Colour of Time and The World
Aflame, have sold more than one million copies worldwide.

The Iron Way
The Sarmatian Trilogy, 2

by Tim Leach
Cast to the edge of the Empire, the Sarmatian army must fight in defence of Rome in
the second of a new trilogy set in the second century AD, from the author of Smile
of the Wolf.
In the hard, unforgiving land at the northernmost point of the Roman Empire lies a great
wall. Once, the edge had been but a thing of thoughts and dreams, but one day the great
Emperor from across the water had grown tired of such borders. So, a wall was raised
from the earth at his command. From afar, it looked invincible.
Yet every wall has its weaknesses – if one looks close enough.
In its shadow gather five thousand fearsome soldiers. Men bred to fight and kill. The
Sarmatians have suffered capture and defeat, but under a new command they are
prepared to fight again.
For of the other side of the wall there are rumours. Of men closer to giants, of warriors
who fight without fear or restraint. And the Sarmatians are called to defend against
them. To stand and fight. To die for Rome.
Praise for Tim Leach's Sarmatian Trilogy:
'The characters feel rounded and real, and the Sarmatians' attempts to keep their world
alive and evade the tyrannous reach of Rome are heartbreaking' The Times on A
Winter War
04 Aug 2022
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Also in The Sarmatian Trilogy series

Tim Leach is a graduate of the Warwick Writing Programme,
where he now teaches as an Assistant Professor. His first
novel, The Last King of Lydia, was shortlisted for the Dylan
Thomas Prize.

The Bear's Blade
The Whale Road Chronicles, 5

by Tim Hodkinson
Einar must take back control of his destiny in this thrilling Viking adventure.
How do you defeat the undefeatable?
935 AD, Norway. Recovering from horrendous injuries, Einar finds himself alone – and
unable to fight. The Wolf Coats have left to protect the new King of Norway, and Einar is
not strong enough to defeat his rival, Eirik, who has seized Orkney despite Einar being
the rightful Jarl.
Eirik's men are raiding the Norwegian coast, led by a warrior called the Bear. Cruel and
ferocious, the Bear possesses an extraordinary sword – one that gives him a skill in
battle that cannot be matched.
Reunited, Einar and the Wolf Coats sail to England to seal a royal alliance, but their focus
soon turns to the Bear and his legendary blade. Such a sword could be key to Einar's
plans – but first they must contend with the Bear himself.
Caught between old foes and new ones, Einar must use all his wits to survive. But is a
man who cannot wield a sword capable of being a true Viking warrior?
PRAISE FOR TIM HODKINSON:
'A brilliantly written historical adventure which will appeal to fans of Bernard Cornwell,
George R.R. Martin, and especially Theodore Brun' HISTORICAL NOVEL
ASSOCIATION
07 Jul 2022
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Also in The Whale Road Chronicles series

'A gripping action ad ent re like the sagas of old and once finished you just want to go

Tim Hodkinson grew up in Northern Ireland where he
developed a love of history and studied a degree in Medieval
English and Old Norse Literature. After several years in the
USA, Tim has returned to Northern Ireland, where he lives
with his wife and children. His works include his Whale Road
Vikings series, his Richard Savage Knight Templar series, and
his new series set in Roman Britain. @TimHodkinson
www.timhodkinson.blogspot.com

Daughter of the Wolf
by Victoria Whitworth
Northumbria, 859.
In England before the Norman Conquest, a land ruled by rival kings, Radmer of
Donmouth is guardian of the estuary, the gateway to Northumbria. When his king sends
him on a mission to Rome, Donmouth is left in the safekeeping of Radmer's only
daughter, Elfrun.
But powerful conspiracies are being woven, and deadly rivals are circling, ready to take
advantage of Donmouth's young and inexperienced new ruler.

Victoria Whitworth is a historian and bestselling author of
Daughter of the Wolf and Swimming with Seals. She lives
near Inverness, where she writes full time.

12 Jan 2017
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Also by Victoria Whitworth

The Waste Land
Knight Templar Richard Savage, 2

by Tim Hodkinson
The second in an adventure-filled historical series featuring Irish Knight Templar,
Richard Savage, whose nemesis has abducted his daughter...
1316 AD. Ireland has been drawn into the bitter war between Scotland and
England.
Richard Savage thought he had left the war behind, but arch enemy Edward Bruce won't
let him just walk away. Savage stole something from him, and there are no depths to
which he will not descend to get it back. To force Savage's return, Bruce takes what is
most dear to him: his daughter Galiene.
To rescue her, Savage must voyage back to an Ireland devastated by war and decimated
by famine, where Scottish invaders ravage the countryside. Soon, Savage's personal
mission becomes entangled with the battles tearing Ireland apart, and he finds himself
on a final, desperate raid.
This is his only chance to save his daughter and turn the tide of war in Ireland's
favour – and he's not going to waste it...
PRAISE FOR TIM HODKINSON:
'Intrigues, jousts, pitched battles, lepers, witches, religious dissent, Saracen Assassins,
besieged castles and even a dangerous shipwreck. Readers will be fascinated by the
detailed descriptions of medieval life in all its filth and glory' HISTORICAL NOVELS
REVIEW
09 Dec 2021
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Tim Hodkinson grew up in Northern Ireland where he
developed a love of history and studied a degree in Medieval
English and Old Norse Literature. After several years in the
USA, Tim has returned to Northern Ireland, where he lives
with his wife and children. His works include his Whale Road
Vikings series, his Richard Savage Knight Templar series, and
his new series set in Roman Britain. @TimHodkinson
www.timhodkinson.blogspot.com

Shield Breaker
The Wolf of Kings, 2

by Richard Cullen
Styrkar the warrior sails to dangerous lands in this thrilling new adventure from
Richard Cullen
Following William of Normandy's invasion of England, the remnants of King Harold
Godwinson's family have fled to Ireland. Styrkar, Harold's most loyal housecarl, seeks
the dead king's older sons there, but finds himself in the midst of a plot to kill Harold's
widow and her baby son.
Still loyal to his dead master, Styrkar flees to England with the dowager and her baby,
but soon finds his loyalties at breaking point. He makes common cause with old friend
Eadnoth – another one of Harold's loyal men who has gone over to the Conqueror's side
– but in the midst of battle against Harold's sons, Styrkar must make a life-changing
choice – to stand with his brothers in arms, or his brother by blood?
So begins a journey that will take Styrkar from the dungeons of his enemies to the royal
courts of the north, for loyalty, love and vengeance – can any man keep the Wolf of Kings
chained for long?
PRAISE FOR THE WOLF OF KINGS SERIES BY RICHARD CULLEN:
'Fast-paced and enthralling, the tale of Styrkar the Dane, the Red Wolf, charges along
like a Frankish knight bearing down on a defenceless enemy. It's a brutal yet compelling
tale, and one that gripped me from the first page to the last' PAUL FRASER COLLARD
13 Oct 2022
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Extent: 336 pages Size: 198 x 129 mm Illus: 1 map

Also in The Wolf of Kings series

Richard Cullen hails from Leeds in the heartland of
Yorkshire, where he writes fantasy and historical fiction.
Follow Richard on @Rich4ord richard4ord.wordpress.com

The Spy Across the
Water
by James Naughtie

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

From one of our most treasured BBC broadcasters, The Spy Across the Water is the
third instalment in James Naughtie's brilliant spy series, about three brothers
whose lives are all entwined with the intelligence services.
Will Flemyng, originally trained as a spy, is now British ambassador to Washington.
Meanwhile, his older brother Mungo is recuperating from a heart attack in their beloved
Scottish highland family home, and Abel, the youngest of the three, has died
mysteriously in America.
Abel's unexplained death sets in motion an unstoppable chain of events, beginning with
an unexpected glimpse of a face at his funeral. Soon Will finds himself on a dangerous
journey into his clandestine past, from conflict in Ireland to the long shadows of the Cold
War.
Will possesses a silky veneer, but he often doesn't know who to trust, nor who trusts
him. Now he finds himself alone once again as duty forces him to risk everything...
Why has the past come back to haunt him now?

10 Nov 2022
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Also by James Naughtie

James Naughtie, who presented Today on BBC Radio 4 for
twenty-one years, is a special correspondent for BBC News.
He has written books on politics and music and published his
first novel, The Madness of July, in 2014. He lives in
Edinburgh and London.

Katastrophe
Spoils of War

by Graham Hurley
The new blockbuster thriller from Graham Hurley set against the final stages of the
Second World War. Whoever told the Germans it would end like this?
January, 1945. Wherever you look on the map, the Thousand Year Reich is shrinking.
Even Goebbels has run out of lies to sweeten the reckoning to come. An Allied victory is
inevitable, but who will reap the spoils of war?
Two years ago, Werner Nehmann's war came to an abrupt end in Stalingrad. With the
city in ruins, the remains of General Paulus' Sixth Army surrendered to the Soviets, and
Nehmann was shipped to Russia's arctic gulags. But now he's riding on the back of one of
Marshal Zhukov's T-35 tanks, heading home with a message for the man who consigned
him to the Stalingrad Cauldron.
With the Red Army about to fall on Berlin, Stalin fears his sometime allies are conspiring
to deny him his prize. He needs to speak to Goebbels – and who better to broker the
contact than Werner Nehmann, Goebbels' one-time confidante?
Swapping the ruins of Stalingrad for the wreckage of Berlin, and swapping the influence
of Joseph Goebbels for Joseph Stalin, Nehmann's war has taken a turn for the worse.
The Germans have a word for it:

Katastrophe.

07 Jul 2022
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Also in Spoils of War series

Reviews for Graham Hurley:
'Historical fiction of a high order' The Times
'Tense, absorbing and faultlessly plotted' Sunday Times

Graham Hurley is the author of the acclaimed Faraday and
Winter crime novels and an award-winning TV documentary
maker. Two of the critically lauded series have been
shortlisted for the Theakston's Old Peculier Award for Best
Crime Novel. His thriller Finisterre, set in 1944, was
shortlisted for the Wilbur Smith Adventure Writing Prize.
grahamhurley.co.uk

Dohany Street
Danube Blues, 3

by Adam LeBor
Budapest's dark history finally catches up with Detective Balthazar Kovacs in the
final instalment in Adam LeBor's Hungarian crime trilogy.
Budapest, January 2016. The Danube is grey and half-frozen, covered with ice, and the
city seems to have gone into hibernation. But not for Detective Balthazar Kovacs. Elad
Harari, a young Israeli historian, has disappeared. There's no sign of violence but
something feels very wrong.
Harari was working in the archives of the city's Jewish Museum, investigating the fate of
the assets of the Hungarian Jews murdered in the Holocaust. It's clear that his research
is setting off alarm bells at one of the country's most powerful companies.
The more Balthazar digs into the case, the more he is certain that shadowy forces are in
play. Someone wants Harrari out of the picture. And the pressure is building: Budapest is
preparing for a major diplomatic visit – if Harari is not found it will be cancelled.
The threats against Balthazar soon turn to violence. It's clear that if he is to find the
historian he will have to go face-to-face with some very dangerous people – and
confront the darkest era in Hungary's past.
'Budapest is a versatile and exciting setting for Adam LeBor's superb thriller... As
well as being a police procedural, the book deals with politics and organised crime in
Hungary. LeBor lives in Budapest and it shows in the vivid detail' The Times
25 Nov 2021
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Also in Danube Blues series

'All the twists and turns of a high-concept Hollywood thriller... But what makes it
really stand out is the way LeBor intelligently grafts his novel's thriller elements on

Adam LeBor is the thriller critic of the Financial Times and a
veteran former foreign correspondent who lived in Budapest
for many years. He is the author of seven novels and eight
non-fiction books, including Hitler's Secret Bankers, which
was shortlisted for the Orwell Prize. He is an editorial trainer
and writing coach for numerous publications and
organisations and also writes for the Critic and The Times.
He lives in London with his family.

SBS: Special Boat
Squadron
by Iain Gale
A novel chronicling the exploits of the Special Boat Squadron, the seaborne raiders
who, by strength and guile, carried out World War Two's most daring covert
operations.

From this moment on, you and your men, you don't exist.
Formed in the darkest hours of the Second World War, as nation after nation fell before
the unstoppable Axis advance, their task was to strike back at an enemy no army could
meet in the field. Trained in sabotage and surveillance, they raided deep behind enemy
lines, sowing chaos and capturing much-needed intelligence. Soldiers, adventurers and
rogues, their methods were unorthodox, their success rate unprecedented.
Operation Anglo, 31 August 1942.
Beneath the waves of the Mediterranean, HMS Traveller closes in on the coast of
Rhodes. Aboard, eight SBS commandos check their weapons as they prepare to infiltrate
and sabotage two Axis bomber fields. Only two of the eight commandos will make it back
to the submarine. Ex-Black Watch Sgt Jim Hunter will be one of the lucky ones, but what
he will face next will make Operation Anglo look like a cakewalk.
Praise for Iain Gale:

13 Oct 2022

'A powerful novel of men at war. A triumph' Bernard Cornwell on Four Days in June
'Very exciting' Daily Telegraph on the Jack Steele series
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Iain Gale, art critic, journalist and author, comes from a
military family and has always been fascinated by military
history. He is an active member of the Scottish Committee of
the Society of Authors and the Friends of Waterloo
Committee. He is the Editor of Scotland in Trust, the
magazine for the National Trust of Scotland, and founded the
Caledonian magazine. He lives in Edinburgh.

The Creeper
by A.M. Shine
The Creeper is a masterful tale of horror and suspense by one of Ireland's most
talented emerging authors.
Superstitions only survive if people believe in them...
Renowned academic Dr Sparling seeks help with his project on a remote Irish village.
Historical researchers Ben and Chloe are thrilled to be chosen – until they arrive...
The village is isolated and forgotten. There is no record of its history, its stories. There is
no friendliness from the locals, only wary looks and whispers. The villagers lock down
their homes at sundown. A nameless fear stalks the streets...
Nobody will talk – nobody except one little girl. Her story strikes dread into the hearts of
the newcomers. Three times you see him. Each night he comes closer...
That night, Ben and Chloe see a sinister figure watching them. He is the Creeper. He is
the nameless fear in the night. Stories keep him alive. And nothing will keep him away...
Praise for A.M. Shine:
'A dark, claustrophobic read' T. Kingfisher on The Watchers
'An ideal read for the Halloween season, or any time you want some spookiness in your
life!' Beauty and Lace
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A.M. Shine writes in the Gothic horror tradition. Born in
Galway, Ireland, he received his Master's Degree in History
there before sharpening his quill and pursuing all things
literary and macabre. His stories have won the Word Hut and
Bookers Corner prizes and he is a member of the Irish
Writers Centre. His debut novel, The Watchers, has been
critically acclaimed. The Creeper is his second full-length
novel. Follow him on @AMShineWriter
www.amshinewriter.com

A Night of Flames
A Time for Swords, 2

by Matthew Harffy
In the wild lands of Norway, Hunlaf must quell a vicious slave uprising in Matthew
Harffy's new historical adventure.
A wild land. A lethal fanatic. A violent revolt.
Northumbria, AD 794. Those who rule the seas, rule the land. None know the truth of
this more than the Vikings. To compete with the seafaring raiders, the king of
Northumbria orders the construction of his own longships under the command of oathsworn Norseman, Runolf.
When the Vikings attack again, the king sends cleric turned warrior, Hunlaf, on a mission
to persuade the king of Rogaland into an alliance. But Hunlaf and Runolf have other
plans; kin to seek out, old scores to settle, and a heretical tome to find in the wild lands of
the Norse.
Their voyage takes them into the centre of a violent uprising. A slave has broken free of
his captors and, with religious fervour, is leading his fanatical followers on a rampage –
burning all in his path. Hunlaf must brave the Norse wilderness, and overcome deadly
foes, to stop this madman. Can he prevent a night of flames and slaughter?
Praise for Matthew Harffy:
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'Harffy is a master of the Dark Age thriller... A Time for Swords is a bold opening to yet
another enthralling series. It promises to be one heck of a ride' Theodore Brun, author
of A Mighty Dawn
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Matthew Harffy grew up in Northumberland where the
rugged terrain, ruined castles and rocky coastline had a huge
impact on him. He now lives in Wiltshire, England, with his
wife and their two daughters. Follow Matthew at
@MatthewHarffy www.matthewharffy.com
Also in A Time for Swords series

Wolf of Wessex
by Matthew Harffy
'Harffy’s Dunston is a fantastic creation – old, creaking and misanthropic. The forest
is beautifully evoked. A treat of a book' The Times.
AD 838. Deep in the forests of Wessex, Dunston's solitary existence is shattered
when he stumbles on a mutilated corpse.
Accused of the murder, Dunston must clear his name and keep the dead man's daughter
alive in the face of savage pursuers desperate to prevent a terrible secret from being
revealed.
Rushing headlong through Wessex, Dunston will need to use all the skills of survival
garnered from a lifetime in the wilderness. And if he has any hope of victory against the
implacable enemies on their trail, he must confront his long-buried past – becoming the
man he once was and embracing traits he had promised he would never return to. The
Wolf of Wessex must hunt again; honour and duty demand it.
'A page-turner... Matthew Harffy tells a great story' Joanna Hickson.
'A breathtaking novel that sweeps the reader into a dark and dangerous world' Paul
Fraser Collard.
'Harffy's writing just gets better and better... He is really proving himself the rightful
heir to Gemmell's crown' Jemahl Evans.
'Harffy has a real winner on his hands... A genuinely superb novel' Steven McKay.
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Matthew Harffy grew up in Northumberland where the
rugged terrain, ruined castles and rocky coastline had a huge
impact on him. He now lives in Wiltshire, England, with his
wife and their two daughters. Follow Matthew at
@MatthewHarffy www.matthewharffy.com

The Spear of Crom
by Tim Hodkinson
In first-century Britain, Celtic warrior Fergus rides out on a deadly quest for his
Roman commanders. A thrilling blend of legend and history, bloody battles and
daring deeds, The Spear of Crom is the gripping new novel by acclaimed historical
author Tim Hodkinson.
A priceless relic – a thankless quest – who will make it out alive?

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

58AD. Fergus MacAmergin is a man out of place. An Irish Celt, he passes as a Gaul and
rides with the Roman cavalry in Britannia, affirming Nero's control over the province.
Wearied by years of fighting across the Empire, Fergus dreams of escaping the fetters of
his birth and living freely as a citizen of Rome.
When Fergus's commander makes an error in a skirmish against the Britons, it is Fergus
who takes the blame. He and his men are given a thankless task – a quest that spells
danger, despair, and near-certain death... but just might be what an ambitious young
soldier needs. Their mission: to find the Holy Lance, the spear that wounded Christ on
the Cross, and make it back alive with Celtic foes on every side.
The young Tribune Agricola is drawn into the heart of the quest, and he and Fergus must
overlook their differences if they are to survive. But there are plans afoot amongst the
Roman commanders that may mean disaster for all concerned. What is the beautiful
Celtic Queen Finnabair plotting with the Roman high command, and why is the Holy
Lance so key to the Romans' mastery over an unruly province?
Praise for Tim Hodkinson:
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'A brilliantly written historical adventure which will appeal to fans of Bernard Cornwell,
George R R Martin and especially Theodore Brun' Historical Novel Association

Tim Hodkinson grew up in Northern Ireland where he
developed a love of history and studied a degree in Medieval
English and Old Norse Literature. After several years in the
USA, Tim has returned to Northern Ireland, where he lives
with his wife and children. His works include his Whale Road
Vikings series, his Richard Savage Knight Templar series, and
his new series set in Roman Britain. @TimHodkinson
www.timhodkinson.blogspot.com

Forest of Foes
The Bernicia Chronicles, 9

by Matthew Harffy
Beobrand finds himself caught between the perilous intrigues of royalty and the
Church in this latest thrilling Bernicia Chronicles adventure.
AD 652. Beobrand has been ordered to lead a group of pilgrims to the holy city of Rome.
Chief among them is Wilfrid, a novice of the Church with some surprisingly important
connections. Taking only Cynan and some of his best men, Beobrand hopes to make the
journey through Frankia quickly and return to Northumbria without delay, though the
road is long and perilous.
But where Beobrand treads, menace is never far behind. The lands of the Merovingian
kings are rife with intrigue. The queen of Frankia is unpopular and her ambitious
schemes, though benevolent, have made her powerful enemies. Soon Wilfrid, and
Beobrand, are caught up in sinister plots against the royal house.
After interrupting a brutal ambush in a forest, Beobrand and his trusted gesithas find
their lives on the line. Dark forces will stop at nothing to seize control of the Frankish
throne, and Beobrand is thrown into a deadly race for survival through foreign lands
where he cannot be sure who is friend and who is foe.
The only certainty is that if he is to save his men, thwart the plots, and unmask his
enemies, blood will flow.
Praise for Matthew Harffy:
08 Dec 2022
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'A brilliant characterization of a difficult hero in a dangerous time. Excellent!' Christian
Cameron

Matthew Harffy grew up in Northumberland where the
rugged terrain, ruined castles and rocky coastline had a huge
impact on him. He now lives in Wiltshire, England, with his
wife and their two daughters. Follow Matthew at
@MatthewHarffy www.matthewharffy.com
Also in The Bernicia Chronicles series

The Tale of the Tailor
and the Three Dead
Kings
A medieval ghost story

by Dan Jones
A chilling medieval ghost story, retold by bestselling historian Dan Jones. Published
in a beautiful small-format hardback, perfect as a Halloween read or a Christmas
gift.
One winter, in the dark days of King Richard II, a tailor was riding home on the road from
Gilling to Ampleforth. It was dank, wet and gloomy; he couldn't wait to get home and sit
in front of a blazing fire.
Then, out of nowhere, the tailor is knocked off his horse by a raven, who then transforms
into a hideous dog, his mouth writhing with its own innards. The dog issues the tailor
with a warning: he must go to a priest and ask for absolution and return to the road, or
else there will be consequences...
First recorded in the early fifteenth century by an unknown monk, The Tale of the Tailor
and the Three Dead Kings was transcribed from the Latin by the great medievalist M.R.
James in 1922. Building on that tradition, now bestselling historian Dan Jones retells
this medieval ghost story in crisp and creepy prose.
14 Oct 2021
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Dan Jones is a historian, broadcaster and award-winning
journalist. His books, including The Templars, Crusaders and,
with Marina Amaral, The Colour of Time and The World
Aflame, have sold more than one million copies worldwide.

Also by Dan Jones

The City
City of Victory, 2

by Adrian Goldsworthy
From bestselling historian Adrian Goldsworthy, the second book in his authentic,
action-packed series set on the frontiers of the Roman Empire.
AD 113: NICOPOLIS
In the depths of the desert on the empire's Eastern Frontier, the Roman army lays siege
to the city of Nicopolis.
Estranged from his beloved Enica to keep her safe, centurion Flavius Ferox has secured
his freedom after being framed once again. His next quest: to uncover traitors within the
Roman ranks.
As the siege builds, widespread corruption seethes and soldiers are murdered in cold
blood. Meanwhile, Ferox's investigation brings him closer and closer to the imperial
court, and uncovers connections to Hadrian himself...
Gritty, gripping and profoundly authentic, The City is the second book in a brand new
trilogy set in the Roman empire from bestselling historian Adrian Goldsworthy.
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Adrian Goldsworthy studied at Oxford, where his doctoral
thesis examined the Roman army. He went on to become an
acclaimed historian of Ancient Rome. He is the author of
numerous works of non fiction, including Caesar, Pax
Romana, Hadrian's Wall and Philip and Alexander. He is also
the author of the Vindolanda series, set in Roman Britain,
which first introduced readers to Flavius Ferox.

The Drowned Land
The Doggerland Trilogy, 1

by John Theobald
The first novel in an epic trilogy set 8000 years ago during in the last days of
Doggerland, the North Sea's Stone-Age Atlantis.

The seasons falter, the sea rises, and tide-by-tide the world shrinks. As the land is
poisoned, so too are the minds of men. The young are pitted against the old. Tribe is
pitted against tribe. Starvation and pestilence stalk the land. The old ways are
abandoned, society collapses, chaos rules.
But worse is yet to come...
The novel tells the story of a refugee who cannot deny her destiny, no matter how hard
she tries; of a crippled young man searching for strength, courage and redemption; and
of a warrior's desperate will to survive... whatever the cost.
It conjures the dying days of a land, the dying days of an ancient way of life. For this is a
historical turning point – even as the sea consumes Doggerland, the Stone Age is waning
and hunter-gatherers are giving way to farmers and metal workers, kings and empires.
And the only way to survive, is to unite...

02 Mar 2023
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Born and raised in Eastern Canada, John Theobald moved to
the UK to study the poetry of Keats, and in 2009 received a
PhD from the University of St Andrews. He lives in London,
England. johnowentheobald.com @JohnOTheobald

Anatomy of a Heretic
by D.M. Mark
Two assassins go head-to-head on the open seas in this gripping new historical
thriller from Sunday Times bestselling author David Mark.
London, 1628. Nicolaes de Pelgrom, assassin and devoted servant of George Villiers,
will do whatever his master asks of him – even if that means enduring the perilous
voyage to the Indies to exact a grieving widow's revenge.
Making that same journey is Jeronimus Cornelisz, a conniving apothecary determined to
escape the backstreets of Amsterdam and become rich beyond imagination. Hired by a
criminal mastermind to escort precious cargo to the Indies, he will kill anyone who
stands in his way.
When these assassins clash, so too do their missions. One cannot succeed without killing
the other. In this deadly game, who will triumph and who will die? And are they even the
only players?
Reviewers on David Mark:
'David Mark's books are always taut, intelligent page-turners, so it's a joy that he's
turned his pen and his talents to historical fiction' Abir Mukherjee
'Dark, compelling crime writing of the highest order' Daily Mail
'Breathtaking' Peter May
'Truly exhilarating and inventive. Mark is a wonderfully descriptive writer' Peter James
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Twist of
Fate

Also by D.M. Mark

The Flame
of Reason

D.M. Mark spent more than fifteen years as a journalist, including seven years as a crime
reporter with the Yorkshire Post. His writing is heavily influenced by the court cases he
covered: the defeatist and jaded police officers; the competent and incompetent
investigators; the inertia of the justice system and the sheer raw grief of those touched
by savagery and tragedy. He writes psychological suspense thrillers and historical
novels, plus the DS McAvoy series (as David Mark). Follow David at @davidmarkwriter
www.davidmarkwriter.co.uk

ROMANCE, SAGA & HISTORICAL,
FAMILY DRAMA, BOOKCLUB

The House on
Rockaway Beach
by Emma Burstall
A gripping tale of family secrets, sibling rivalry and summer romance.
Sophie spent many happy summers at Rockaway Beach, visiting her beloved
grandmother. Endless days playing in the sand with her sister Celia, watching day
trippers come and go, never straying far from the quaint old house on the edge of the
sea.
Then, one summer, the visits stopped. Sophie knows her mother and grandmother fell
out, but she never found out why. So, many years later, it comes as a huge shock when
she learns that her grandmother left the house to her and Celia in her will.
Together, the sisters return to Rockaway, but they cannot agree on anything. Sophie
wants to keep the house, Celia is determined to sell. It seems they will never see eye to
eye, until Sophie makes a chance discovery which will make her question everything...
Why do she and Celia have such different memories of their grandmother? What
caused the rift with their mother? And who is the mysterious old woman watching
them from afar?
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Praise for Emma Burstall:
'A charming, warm-hearted read... Pure escapism' Alice Peterson
'Burstall is a great writer, and this is not your usual run-of-the-mill chick lit... I was
gripped from the start' Daily Mail
'Burstall has a true knack for transporting you to her world' Jane Corry

Emma Burstall was a newspaper journalist in Devon and
Cornwall before becoming a full time author. Tremarnock,
the first novel in her series set in a delightful Cornish village,
was published in 2015 and became a top-ten bestseller. Find
her online at emmaburstall.com, or on Twitter
@EmmaBurstall

Scandalous Alchemy
The Regency Romance Trilogy, 3

by Katy Moran
'It's pretty hard to pull off a good Georgette Heyer homage, but Moran makes it
look easy' i News
The third novel in the thrilling Bridgerton-style Regency world of Katy Moran's wild
and dissolute Lamorna family. Welcome to Kit's story...
1825
FONTAINEBLEAU, FRANCE
Clemency Arwenack never dreamed she would be appointed lady-in-waiting to the
notorious Princess Royal. A soldier's daughter, Clemency has aristocratic connections
that she could quite frankly do without, and catering to the whims of an impetuous heir
to the throne is the last thing she wants. Even so, Clemency's ambitious godmother
forces her to accept the position. Always a keeper of other people's confidences,
Clemency has a secret of her own, and Georgiana, Lady Boscobel, is only too ready to
use it against her.
Worse still, the Honourable Lieutenant Colonel Kit Helford is now captain of the royal
guard – and so Clemency can't avoid the one childhood friend who might just see
through her dangerous web of deceit. Kit Helford is just as wild and handsome as he's
always been. And Clemency knows only too well that he's just as much trouble.
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'Passionate, smart and action-packed' Sarah Hughes, Guardian
'Lush, dark, utterly real and achingly romantic' Ruth Ware
'An absolute joy of a book. From the wild beauty of Cornwall to the breathless danger of
a teetering peace treaty at Fontainebleau Katy Moran whisks us on a desperately

Katy Moran is the author of Game of Hearts, Wicked by
Design and Scandalous Alchemy. After a career in publishing,
Katy now lives with her husband and three children in a
ramshackle Georgian house in the Welsh borders. She is
passionate about history, and is involved with multiple
projects including Waterloo Uncovered and The Women of
Waterloo. katymoran.co.uk @KatyjaMoran

Love Lessons in
Starcross Valley
by Lucy Knott
'A lovely, very different 5* read from Lucy Knott, full of her trademark cosiness' Sam
Tonge, author of Summer Secrets at Streamside Cottage, on The Little Barn of Dreams
With the recent breakdown of both her ten-year relationship and her parents' marriage,
thirty-five-year-old Marnie Barnes no longer believes in love. To give her life the shakeup it so clearly needs, she books a ticket to Canada.
Thousands of miles away from her home and her twin sister, she struggles to have the
life-changing experience she dreamt of – until she meets Nova, a dinosaur-loving space
nerd with a penchant for living in the moment. After a wonderful day together in
Vancouver, they part ways. Though gutted, Marnie thinks it's proof that she's not meant
to find love and tries to move on with her life.
But a few months later, back in England, she bumps into someone achingly familiar. As
Marnie navigates her new feelings, takes chances and makes the first move for the first
time in her life, can she regain her faith in love – and find it for herself?
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Lucy Knott is a former professional wrestler with a passion for storytelling. Now,
instead of telling her stories in the ring, she's putting pen to paper, fulfilling another
lifelong dream in becoming an author. Inspired by her Italian grandparents, when she is
not writing you will most likely find her cooking, baking and devouring Italian food, in
addition to learning Italian and daydreaming of trips to Italy. Along with her twin sister,
Kelly, Lucy runs TheBlossomTwins.com, where she enthusiastically shares her love for
books, baking and Italy, with daily posts, reviews and recipes.

The Husband Diet
by Nancy Barone
Erica Cantelli feels weighed down and it's nothing to do with the extra pounds she's
trying to lose.
Juggling a successful career to juggle with two children and a deadweight husband, most
days can feel she's biting off more than she can chew.
In fact fantasising about getting rid of her increasingly disinterested husband is just
about all that keeps Erica sane. That and daydreaming about the incredibly handsome
new school Principal, Julian Foxham...
So when her husband jokes about trading her for a size 0 model and the only man who
shows her any affection is her gay best friend, Erica knows something has to change. But
is counting calories really the answer? Or is cutting him out the real path to happiness?

The Husband Diet is for fans of snarky humour, women who know what it' like to feel
under-appreciated, and those that don't think plus-size heroines only come in a size 12.
With a simple honesty that is in turns both hilarious and touching, you'll laugh and cry,
sometimes both at the same time.
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Also by Nancy Barone

Nancy Barone grew up in Canada, but at the age of 12 her family moved to Italy.
Catapulted into a world where her only contact with the English language was her old
Judy Blume books, Nancy became an avid reader and a die-hard romantic.
Nancy stayed in Italy and, despite being surrounded by handsome Italian men, she
married an even more handsome Brit. They now live in Sicily where she teaches English.
Nancy is a member of the RWA and a keen supporter of the Women's Fiction Festival at
Matera where she meets up once a year with writing friends from all over the globe.

A Bumpy Year
by Olivia Spooner
Pregnant. Single. Dating. It's going to be... a bumpy year!
Trish Kirkpatrick never expected to find herself unmarried, pregnant... and not entirely
sure who the baby's father is.

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

With her ex, Pete, and her colleague, Elliot, in line for daddy duty while waiting on the
DNA results, Trish finds her complicated world getting even more chaotic when a meetcute on a plane to Tokyo with gorgeous architect Scott sparks a new flame.
Now, as her bump grows so do Trish's troubles. Between family issues reappearing on
her doorstep and the delivery date fast approaching, Trish will need to make up her mind
not only on who she wants to be but who she wants to become.

Olivia Spooner has been writing fiction for twenty years and still feels she is only at the
start of her writing journey. She lives in New Zealand with her husband, three children, a
big hairy dog, and an overweight cat. Olivia is the proud owner of an independent
bookshop where she happily shares her love of books with everyone who walks through
the door. When not surrounded by books or creating stories, Olivia is most likely to be
found at the beach or simply out walking – the more remote the location, the better. She
loves a good meal and to the disbelief of her children adores a massaged kale and
avocado salad. And chocolate. Just not together.
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Christmas Eve at
Cranberry Cross
by Kate Forster
*Pre-order now!*
No one loves Christmas more than editorial assistant Eve Pilkins.
But when her boss hits her with a huge deadline on Christmas Day, it looks like Eve's
favourite time of the year might be cancelled. Armed with as much enthusiasm as she
can muster, she travels to the coldest part of England, tasked with ensuring brooding
author Edward Priest finishes his latest novel on time.
The festive spirit is at Cranberry Cross is as dark as the house itself, without a fairy light
in sight looks like only a Christmas miracle can save this one, will Eve be up to the task?
An absolutely charming and uplifiting Christmas love story of hope, forgiveness, and
the true meaning of Christmas. From the bestselling author of Starting Over at
Acorn Cottage.

Kate Forster lives in Melbourne, Australia with her husband, two children and dogs and
can be found nursing a laptop, surrounded by magazines and talking on the phone,
usually all at once. She is an avid follower of fashion, fame and all things pop culture and
is also an excellent dinner party guest who always brings gossip and champagne.
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My Big Fat Italian
Break-Up
by Nancy Barone
Erica Cantelli has found her Mr. Right. Hasn't she...?
After a long overdue divorce, Erica has finally made it to Italy with her two children and,
amazingly, her now dreamy fiancé Julian Foxham.

Cover Reveal
Coming Soon

The plan was to start fresh and for Erica to run a country B&B, but two years in and her
business is failing miserably, while Julian's career as a novelist is soaring and taking him
all over the world with his gorgeous agent.
Despite having set a wedding date, with every day that goes by, their dreams are
heading in opposite directions. And when her sexy Italian chef Alberto offers her a
shoulder to cry on – as the saying goes, When in Rome...
Now Erica needs to decide what she wants her future to look like. Will their
wedding cake hold together or are she and Julian skating on thin icing?
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Nancy Barone grew up in Canada, but at the age of 12 her family moved to Italy.
Catapulted into a world where her only contact with the English language was her old
Judy Blume books, Nancy became an avid reader and a die-hard romantic.
Nancy stayed in Italy and, despite being surrounded by handsome Italian men, she
married an even more handsome Brit. They now live in Sicily where she teaches English.
Nancy is a member of the RWA and a keen supporter of the Women's Fiction Festival at
Matera where she meets up once a year with writing friends from all over the globe.
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Andrew Nurnberg Associates Taiwan
Whitney Hsu / whsu@nurnberg.com.tw
JAPAN
Japan Uni Agency
Miko Yamanouchi /
miko.yamanouchi@japanuni.co.jp
KOREA
Eric Yang Agency
Sue Yang / sueyang@eyagency.com
Jackie Yang / jackieyang@eyagency.com

F O R I N F O R M AT I O N A B O U T O U R Z E P H Y R C H I L D R E N ' S L I S T C O N TAC T C L A I R E K E N N E DY:

CLAIRE@HEADOFZEUS.COM / MOBILE: +44 (0)7855 264332

